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1. INTRODUCTION
w xLet E be a Banach space and I s 0, 1 . Consider the Sturm]Liouville
problem
Lf s f x , f , x g I , 1 .  .
a f 0 y b f9 0 s u , a f 1 q b f9 1 s u , 2 .  .  .  .  .0 0 1 1
  .  ..  .  .  . 1 .  .  .where Lf ' y p x f9 x 9 q q x f x , p x g C I , p x ) 0 x g I ,
 .  .  .  . w x  .q x g C I , q x G 0 x g I , f g C I = E, E , a , b i s 0, 1 are non-i i
negative constants, and u is the zero element of E. In this paper, we shall
use the topological degree theory and the cone theory to investigate the
 .  .existence of nontrivial and positive solutions of 1 , 2 . Finally, an example
for infinite system of equations is given.
2. SEVERAL LEMMAS
Consider the linear Sturm]Liouville problem,
Lh s la x h , x g I , 3 .  .
a h 0 y b h9 0 s 0, a h 1 q b h9 1 s 0, 4 .  .  .  .  .0 0 1 1
  .  ..  .  .  .where Lh ' y p x h9 x 9 q q x h x , p, q, a , b i s 0, 1 are as above,i i
 .  .  .  . 2 .a x g C I with a x ) 0 x g I and h g C I . In this paper, we
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 .  .always assume that 0 is not an eigenvalue of 3 , 4 ; then it is known that
 .  .the BVP 3 , 4 is equivalent to the integral equation
h x s l k x , y a y h y dy ' lBh x , 5 .  .  .  .  .  .H
I
 .where the Green function k x, y is defined by
1rw u x ¨ y , 0 F x F y F 1, .  .  .
k x , y s 6 .  . 1rw u y ¨ x , 0 F y F x F 1, .  .  .
where w / 0 is a constant and u, ¨ satisfy
Lu s 0, u 0 s b , u9 0 s a , 7 .  .  .0 0
L¨ s 0, ¨ 1 s b , ¨ 9 1 s ya . 8 .  .  .1 1
LEMMA 1. Let a G 0, b G 0, a G 0, b G 0, a a q a b q0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
 .b a ) 0. Then there exist h g C I with h G 0, h k 0 and a constant t ) 00 1
such that
r B h x s k y , x a x h y dy , 9 .  .  .  .  .  .H
I
h y G tk x , y a y ; x , y g I , 10 .  .  .  .
 .where r B denotes the spectral radius of B.
 .Proof. By the Sturm]Liouville theory of ODE we know that k x, y G 0
 .  .  .for x, y g I and there exists an eigenvector of 3 , 4 h x with respect to1
 .y1  .  .the first eigenvalue r B such that h x ) 0 for x g 0, 1 , and, if1
 . X  .  . X  .h 0 s 0, then h 0 ) 0; if h 1 s 0, then h 1 - 0. It is easy to verify1 1 1 1
 .  .  .by 6 , 7 , and 8 that there exists t ) 0 such that
h x G tk x , y , x , y g I. 11 .  .  .1
 .  .  .  .  .Set h x s a x h x . Observing k x, y s k y, x ; x, y g I, we get1
r B h x s k y , x a x h y dy. 12 .  .  .  .  .  .H
I
 .Also, by 11 we get
h x G tk y , x a x , x , y g I. 13 .  .  .  .
This completes the proof.
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We also need the following lemma.
LEMMA 2. Let P be a cone of E and B: P ª P a k-set-contraction
 .k - 1 . Assume that B is order-preser¨ ing and positi¨ ely homogeneous of
 w x.  4degree 1 see 1 and that there exist u g P _ u , l ) 1, such that Bu G lu.
 .Then r B ) 1.
w xProof. The proof follows from Corollary 2.1 in 1 .
3. MAIN THEOREMS
w x 5 5In what follows, the norms in spaces E and C I, E are denoted by ?
5 5 5 5 5  .5 w xand ? , respectively; i.e., f s max f x for any f g C I, E .C C x g I
w x  <The closed balls in spaces E and C I, E are denoted by T s u g El
5 5 4  .  w x < 5 5 4  .u F l l ) 0 and U s f g C I, E f F l l ) 0 , respectively.Cl
Let P be a normal cone of E and N the normal constant of P; i.e.,
5 5 5 5   . w x <  .u F u F ¨ implies u F N ¨ . Clearly, K ' f x g C I, E f x g P
4 w x <  . <for x g I is a cone of C I, E . Set M s max k x, y , where k isx, y g I
 .defined by 6 , then M ) 0.
Let us list some conditions for convenience:
 . w xH f g C I = E, E . For any l ) 0, f is uniformly continuous on1
I = T and there exists a constant L with 0 F L - 1r2 M such thatl l l
a f x , D F L a D ; x g I , D ; T , .  . . l l
where a denotes the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness.
 . w xH 9 f g C I = P, P . For any l ) 0, f is uniformly continuous on1
 .I = P l T and there exists a constant L with 0 F L - 1r2 M such thatl l l
a f x , D F L a D ; x g I , D ; P l T . .  . . l l
 .  .  .  .  .  .H There exist a x g C I with a x ) 0 x g I and b x g2
w xC I, E such that
f x , u G a x u y b x ; x g I , u g E. .  .  .
 .  .  .  .  .  .H 9 There exist a x g C I with a x ) 0 x g I and b x g2
w xC I, E such that
f x , u G a x u y b x ; x g I , u g P . .  .  .
 .  .  .  .H There exist a constant r ) 0 and c x g C I with c x G 0,3
 .max c x - 1rM such thatx g I
5 5 5 5f x , u F c x u ; x g I , u F r . .  .
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 .  .  .  .H 9 There exist a constant r ) 0 and c x g C I with c x G 0,3
 .max c x - 1rM such thatx g I
5 5 5 5f x , u F c x u ; x g I , u g P , u F r . .  .
 .H There exists d g E such that4
f x , u G yd ; x g I , u g E. .
Let L , L be two linear operators defined by0 `
L h x s k x , y c y h y dy , h g C I , 14 .  .  .  .  .  .H0
I
L h x s k x , y a y h y dy , h g C I , 15 .  .  .  .  .  .H`
I
 .  .  .where k is defined by 6 . Clearly L and L map C I into C I . Denote0 `
 .  .by r L and r L the spectral radii of L and L , respectively.0 ` 0 `
THEOREM 1. Let a G 0, b G 0, a G 0, b G 0, a a q a b q0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
 .  .  .  .a b ) 0. Suppose that conditions H , H , H , and H are satisfied,1 0 1 2 3 4
 .  .  .  .r L F 1 - r L . Then the Sturm]Liou¨ille problem 1 , 2 has at least0 `
one nontri¨ ial solution.
 .  .Proof. It is known that the Sturm]Liouville problem 1 , 2 is equiva-
lent to the integral equation
f x s k x , y f y , f y dy ' Af x , 16 .  .  .  .  . .H
I
 .  .where k is defined by 6 . By Lemma 1, there exist h g C I with h G 0,
h k 0, and a constant t ) 0 such that
r L h x s k y , x a x h y dy , 17 .  .  .  .  .  .H`
I
h y G tk x , y a y ; x , y g I. 18 .  .  .  .
Set
K h , d s f g K h x f x dx G df y ; y g I , 19 .  .  .  .  .H 5
I
  .  . 4where 0 - d F min H h x dx, r L t is a constant. It is clear thatI `
 .  4  .K h, d _ u / B and K h, d ; K is a convex closed set. Define an
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operator B by`
w xB f x s k x , y a y f y dy , f g C I , E . .  .  .  .H`
I
 .  .  .Then B maps K into K h, d . In fact, for any f g K, by 17 and 18 we`
get
h x B f x dx s f y dy k x , y a y h x dx .  .  .  .  .  .H H H`  /I I I
s r L h y f y dy .  .  .H`
I
G r L t k x , y a y f y dy .  .  .  .H`
I
G dB f x ; x g I , .`
 .  .which implies B f x g K h, d .`
Choose R ) r such that
N d d
R ) e r L h x B dx y e r L dB .  .  .H` ` ` `e r L d a x a x .  .  .I`
q k x , y h x b y dx dy , 20 .  .  .  .HH
I I C
 .y1where e s 1 y r L ) 0, N is the normal constant of P.`
 .  4We now prove that for any given f g K h, d _ u ,0
f y Af / lf ;f g ­U , l G 0. 21 .0 R
In fact, if there exist f g ­U , l G 0, such that1 R 1
f y Af s l f , 22 .1 1 1 0
 .  .then by H and 17 ,2
u G yl h x f x dx s h x Af x y f x dx .  .  .  .  .H H1 0 1 1
I I
G h x B f x dx y k x , y h x b y dx dy y h x f x dx .  .  .  .  .  .  .H HH H` 1 1
I I I I
y1s h x r L q e B f x dx y h x f x dx .  .  .  .  . .H H` ` 1 1
I I
y k x , y h x b y dx dy .  .  .HH
I I
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s e r L h x f x dx y k x , y h x b y dx dy .  .  .  .  .  .H HH` 1
I I I
d
s e r L h x f x q B dx y k x , y h x b y dx dy .  .  .  .  .  .H HH` 1 ` a x .I I I
d
y e r L h x B dx. 23 .  .  .H` ` a x .I
 .   ..  .By H , we get f x, f x q d g K. Since B maps K into K h, d , we4 1 `
get
f x , f x q d . .1
B g K h , d . .`  /a x .
 .Consequently, by 22 ,
d d
f x q B s Af x q B q l f x .  .  .1 ` 1 ` 1 0a x a x .  .
f x , f x q d . .1s B q l f x g K h , d ; .  .` 1 0 /a x .
i.e.,
d d
h x f x q B dx G d f y q B ; y g I. 24 .  .  .  .H 1 ` 1 `a x a y .  .I
 .  .It follows from 23 and 24 that
d
u G e r L d f y q B y k x , y h x b y dx dy .  .  .  .  .HH` 1 ` a y . I I
d
y e r L h x B dx. 25 .  .  .H` ` a x .I
Set
d d
j y s e r L h x B dx y e r L dB .  .  .  .H` ` ` `a x a y .  .I
q k x , y h x b y dx dy. .  .  .HH
I I
 .Then 25 implies
j y G e r L df y G u ; y g I , .  .  .` 1
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and so
e r L d .`
j y G j y G f y ; y g I. 26 .  .  .  .C 1N
 .Since 26 is true for any y g I, we have
e r L d e r L dR .  .` `
5 5 5 5j G f s ;C C1N N
  . .y1 5 5  .  .i.e., R F N e r L d j , in contradiciton with 20 . Thus, 21 is true.C`
w x  .In the same way as proving Lemma 2 in 2 , we can prove by H that,1
 .for any l ) 0, operator A is a strict-set-contraction on U . By 21 and thel
homotopy invariance of the topological degree we get
deg I y A , U , u s 0. 27 .  .R
Without loss of generality, assume that
Af / f ;f g ­U . 28 .r
We now prove that
Af / lf ;f g ­U , l ) 1. 29 .r
In fact, if there exist f g ­U , and l ) 1 such that Af s l f , then2 r 2 2 2 2
 .by H we get3
l f x s Af x F k x , y f y , f y dy .  .  .  . .H2 2 2 2
I
F k x , y c y f y dy s L f x ; x g I. .  .  .  . .H 2 0 2
I
30 .
 .It follows from max c x - 1rM that L is a strict-set-contraction.sg I 0
 .  .Consequently, 30 and Lemma 2 imply r L ) 1, in contradiction with0
 .  .  .  .r L F 1. Thus, 29 is true. Observing 28 and 29 and using the0
homotopy invariance of the topological degree, we get
deg I y A , U , u s 1. 31 .  .r
Since U ; U , it follows from the additivity of the topological degree andr R
 .  .27 , 31 that
deg I y A , U _ U , u s y1, .R r
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which implies A has at least one fixed point in U _ U ; i.e., theR r
 .  .Sturm]Liouville problem 1 , 2 has at least one nontrivial solution. This
completes the proof.
THEOREM 2. Let a G 0, b G 0, a G 0, b G 0, a a q a b q0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
 .  .  .a b ) 0. Suppose that conditions H 9, H 9, and H 9 are satisfied,1 0 1 2 3
 .  .  .  .r L ) 1 G r L . Then the Sturm]Liou¨ille problem 1 , 2 has at least` 0
one positi¨ e solution.
 .  .  .Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, 1 , 2 is equivalent to 16 ; there
 .  .  .exist h g C I with h G 0, h k 0, and a constant t ) 0 such that 17 , 18
 .  .  .hold. Let K h, d be defined by 19 . Set e s r L y 1 ) 0; choose a`
constant R ) r such that
N
R ) k x , y h x b y dx dy . .  .  .HH
ed I I
 .Then, in the same way as establishing 21 , we can show that, for any given
 .  4f g K h, d _ u ,0
5 5f y Af / lf ;f g K , f s R , l G 0. 32 .C0
w x  .It follows from Lemma 2 in 2 and H 9 that, A: K l B ª K is a1 l
 .strict-set-contraction. Consequently, by 32 and the homotopy invariance
of the fixed-point index, we get
i A , K l U , K s 0, 33 .  .R
 .where i A, K l U , K denotes the fixed-point index of A over K l UR R
 w x.with respect to K see 3 .
On the other hand, as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can show that
5 5Af / lf ;f g K , f s r , l G 1,C
which implies, by the homotopy invariance of the fixed-point index,
i A , K l U , K s 1. 34 .  .r
 .  .Finally, Theorem 2 follows from 33 and 34 .
EXAMPLE. Consider the BVP of an infinite system for second-order
ordinary differential equations
u2 x .1Y 2yu x s u x y , x g I , .  .1 1 21 q u x q u x q u x .  .  .1 1 2
u2 x .nY 2y u x s u x y , x g I , 35 .  .  .n n 21 q u x q u x .  .n nq1
n s 2, 3, 4, . . . .
uX 0 s 0, 2u 1 q uX 1 s 0 n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . .  .  .  .n n n
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 .   .4  .Conclusion. BVP 35 has at least one solution u x satisfying u x Gn 1
 .  .  .u x G 0 n s 2, 3, 4, . . . and u x k 0.n 1
  . < ` < < n 4 5 5Proof. Let E s u s u , u , . . . , u , . . .  u r2 - q` , u s1 2 n ns1 n
` < < n u r2 for u g E. It is easy to verify that E is a Banach space withns1 n
5 5  < 4norm ? . Set P s u g E u G u G 0, n s 2, 3, 4, . . . . Clearly P is a1 n
 .normal cone in E and the system 35 may be regarded as a BVP in E,
yu0 s f x , u , x g I , .
u9 0 s u , 2u 1 q u9 1 s u , 36 .  .  .  .
 .  X X X .where u s u , u , . . . , u , . . . , u9 s u , u , . . . , u , . . . , and f s1 2 n 1 2 n
 .f , f , . . . , f , . . . with1 2 n
u212f x , u s u y , .1 1 21 q u q u q u1 1 2
u2n2f x , u s u y n s 2, 3, 4, . . . . 37 .  .  .n n 21 q u q un nq1
 .It is known that the BVP 36 is equivalent to the integral equation
u x s k x , y f y , u y dy ' Au x , 38 .  .  .  .  . .H
I
where k is the corresponding Green function, i.e.,
3 y 2 y¡
, 0 F x F y F 1,
2~k x , y s 39 .  .3 y 2 x
, 0 F y F x F 1.¢ 2
 .It is easy to verify that f is uniformly continuous on I = P l T for anyl
 < 5 5 4l ) 0, where T s u g E u F l .l
 .We now prove that, for any D ; P l T , x g I, f x, D is relativelyl
 m.4 m. m.compact in P. In fact, let u ; D ; P l T , then 0 F u F u F 2 ll n 1
 .m, n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . By the diagonal method, we can choose a subsequence
 m m.4  m.4u ; u such that
f x , um m. ª w as m ª q`; n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , 40 .  .n n
m.  .  .where x is fixed. Since 0 F u F 2 l m, n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , by 37 we getn
 m m .. w 2 x  .that f x, u , w g 0, 4 l m, n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . Hence w 'n n
 .w , w , . . . , w , . . . g E and, for any given e ) 0, we can choose a positive1 2 n
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integer n sufficiently large such that0
` 24 l e
- . 41 . n2 2nsn q10
 .By virtue of 40 , there exists a positive integer m such that0
n m .m0 f x , u y w e .n n
- , m ) m . 42 . 0n2 2ns1
 .  .It follows from 41 and 42 that
n m . 2`m0 f x , u y w 4 l .n nm .mf x , u y w F q - e , .  n n2 2ns1 nsn q10
m ) m .0
 m m ..  .This means f x, u ª w in E as m ª ` and, therefore, f x, D is
 .  . relatively compact. For any x g I, u g P, f x, u G f x, u G 0 n s1 n
.  .2, 3, 4, . . . and, consequently, H 9 is satisfied for f.1
 .  .Let L , L be defined by 14 and 15 , respectively, where k is defined0 `
1 .  .  .  .by 39 , c x ' , a x ' 3 x g I . Then4
1 1
5 5L s max k x , y dy s - 1; .H0  /4 4xgI I
 . 1hence r L - 1. For any given e g R ,0
x 2 3
L e s 3e k x , y dy s 3e 1 y G e, .H`  /2 2I
 .which implies by Lemma 1 that r L ) 1.`
13 13 13 1 .  . w xMoreover, choose b x ' 7, , , . . . , , . . . g C I, E , r s ; then it4 4 4 8
 .  .is easy to verify that H 9 and H 9 are satisfied for f.2 3
Finally, choose a s 0, b s 1, a s 2, b s 1. Then Theorem 2 shows0 0 1 1
 .  .that the BVP 36 has at least one positive solution; i.e., BVP 35 has at
  .4  .  .  .least one solution u x satisfying u x G u x G 0 n s 2, 3, 4, . . .n 1 n
 .and u x k 0.1
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